Another most glorious sunshine day here deep in the Cleveland National Forest, still, though, as I look outside of our stone home, snow on the ground.

I have taken the liberty of “cutting and pasting” below your follow up email containing “a small sampling from our group” in order for folks much more familiar with my “work product” to view it both in “real time” as well as at their leisure.

I strongly encourage you and all your fellow “conservatives” to join me, sooner rather than later, in a “round table” discussion where we can discuss what each of us considers the most important issue-s of the day bearing in mind that I haven’t
“missed” the fact that you didn’t comment on that ingenious Israeli military intelligence report that to a large extent blows the wind out of the sails of both “conservatives” and “liberals” who we all know are mostly “liberal” with other peoples’ hard earned wealth.

Not to mention you may want to choose a different spot to meet than Starbucks given how this American public corporation headed by a “sell out” Jewish person has kowtowed to the demands of his Kuwait Royal Family business partners who are responsible for Starbucks’ growth of 5 new shops a week in the Middle East so long as they don’t open a single successful operation in Israel.

And you may ask how I know what was told to me back in the summer of 2006 by Mr. Steven Parkinson of Mothercare as we journeyed down the Yangtze River together was true, that Mothercare, based in the United Kingdom, who are growing at the rate of 2 shops a week, have the same Kuwaiti business partner and also know better than to open a single shop in Israel?

You would also know that proof is a function of evidence, the better the evidence the better the proof, and right now there is this “deafening silence” coming from all those quarters who happen to know the truth, including Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad who are used to “sell outs” beginning with Jewish sellouts who support the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, the mafia of mafia.

As you can see when clicking on this hyperlink below I have “tasked” Mr. Adam L. Tucker with dedicating this weekend to come up with the right verbiage to explain what www.just3ants.com is all about.

[Link](http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20atucker-find.pdf)

Adam has been intimately familiar with most of my “work product” almost from the start of when I first began “speaking out” publicly with my first website, www.footsak.com followed by www.NEXTtraterresTRIAL.com.

Suffice to say my first “brush” with academia, the new corrupt church, did not begin when I was a tutor at the University of Natal-Kwazulu, South Africa back in the first quarter of 1978 knowing full well that I planned to emigrate very shortly, March 16th, 1978, for the United States who it was so transparently obvious was the “military muscle”, the nicest choice of words, behind the most brutal, most heinous, most anti-Semitic, most inhumane South African Apartheid Regime who came to power in most extraordinary military coup de tete back on May 26th, 1948, some 12 days after Israel’s War of Independence officially began, and in exchange for remaining in power for an uninterrupted period of 45 odd years facilitated the 3 Branches of the United States Government stealing all of South Africa’s precious mineral resources beginning with gold; “Who has the gold makes the rules”.

BTW don’t you think they should rethink those PIRACY ads one now sees on DVDs, where they begin with saying, “You wouldn’t steal a car, refrigerator, TV... downloading off internet is also against the law, it is PIRACY”.

First, who is to say people wouldn’t steal if they thought they could get away with it.

Second, there are more folks out there than just me, Israeli Special Forces trained by the most accomplished of Israeli Special Forces Commanding Officers as well as, and much more importantly, by the closest of “consigliores” to people like David Ben Gurion who understood first and foremost, “Loose Lips Sinks Ships”.

Suffice also to say that I was raised Jewish orthodox but couldn’t help but notice that the most powerful members of our Jewish community in Durban, South Africa, the Lazarus clan of Durban North were staunch, vocal supporters of the Apartheid Regime, afforded the most prominent seating in our orthodox Jewish synagogue and ran “roughshod” over the principals and teachers in our Jewish day school.

Not to mention that there was not a single occasion I can recall, where the elders of the disgusting Durban, South African Jewish community called for just a minute’s silence protesting this most violent regime made up of the biggest clowns one could possibly imagine, much like Hitler.

Before you think for a moment that I must be “off my head” first of all copying both Israeli Military Intelligence as well as the Mossad who are in the blind copied section, just give also some thought to how little you know about those “bad people” who financed Hitler beginning with De Beers who you probably thought has been run ever since its start back at the turn of the last century, financed by American banks, by Jewish people.

Yes, academia has always been now for more than a century the new corrupt church, so corrupt that people such as yourself and the generations that have followed never thought much of giving much more than a moments thought, if that, to how it was possible when a barrelful of Deutche Marks couldn’t afford a loaf of bread for this Little Corporal, so non-Aryan looking failed artist painter to build, under the watchful eye of the victorious Allies following World Oil War I, the most extraordinary military machine that had the western alliance “playing catch-up”.

Not to mention that when the foundations of all your knowledge is built on “quicksand” it is no wonder that “playing ostrich” comes so very easy.


In the words of my highly secretive and most brilliant mother who ultimately got corrupted in sticking too closely to the adage, “Keep your friends close and your enemies even closer”: 
Nor was the faculty of the University of Natal willing to go along with me tutoring first year business-finance-accounting students about what it means when a monopolist such as De Beers is the world’s central bank given how this highly dynamic organization price fix their diamond currency at always more than a barrel of oil and that includes diamond drilling bits to dig oil wells in places like Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar.

Yes, you have probably in all your writings and so many meetings never given a moments thought apart from thinking that the principals of De Beers must be “rich” and you only wished you had their wealth, that this again most extraordinarily dynamic organization make their own money and have been doing so for more than a century without a single one of the co-opted-corrupted government simply saying, “No!”


So why not let’s begin our round table discussion by discussing that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report.

BTW, I assume you are familiar with South African-Israeli Boris Senior’s autobiography, NEW HEAVENS, My Life as a Fighter Pilot; bearing in mind that Boris who I met with on several occasions in late 1972 when I was on a 4 month Ulpan at David Ben Gurion’s Kibbutz Sde Boker had the same rather “nasty” non-Jewish
South African flight instructor as my father, Bernie who completed some 71 odd miraculous missions dive bombing the crap out of the De Beers Nazi bastards.

The fact that this obviously competent flight instructor’s last name was Cohen seemed rather strange.

Dr. Syd Cohen MD who became following the death of Modi Alon, commander of Israel’s only squadron during Israel’s most brutal War of Independence 1947-1949 was comfortable enough with my father’s flying and most importantly dive-bombing skills that resulted in my dad in only his 4th mission, flying as “wingman” to uncle Syd who I first met in Israel back in summer of 1966 when I held an Israeli made Uzi submachine gun for the first and pointed it at my middle brother Melvin.

Yes, uncle Syd, considered by all those who know him as the greatest man living in Israel today is also blind copied on this communiqué and so is my father; the same with my cousin Mark Gevisser whose father David Gevisser, is my father’s first cousin.

Not to mention that on March 2nd 1971 immediately after Mossad assassinated American Charles Engelhard, co-inventor/co-conspirator of the Diamond Invention, was laid to rest at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, two words, New Jersey, my uncle Dave received a “sign on bonus” of a cool US$6 million from the estate of Charles Engelhard after this most horrible stutter “sellout” and of course uncle was a business person’s “backside”, agreed to become the executor; i.e. “male heir” of the world’s richest mineral estate.

http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap18.htm


To mention little of Charles Engelhard when he died from poisoning at age 54 controlled the world supply of platinum and was the “control partner” of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC], the special interest of special interest groups.
To mention in passing Boris, Israeli Military Intelligence as well as the Mossad who first began reporting directly to Ben Gurion in December 1949, within 12 months of my Royal Mater-Mother first beginning while still in her teens and just married to my father, “visiting Israel two and three times a year writing reports for different publications”, didn’t need the United States Congress to pass a Constitutional Amendment or for that matter the irrelevant U.S. Supreme Court acknowledging that the American Government was “no friend” of the fledging State of Israel who in its first and most important battle of survival attracted the very best of the non-Jewish fighter pilots including several Canadians who chose upon their deaths to be buried in Israel; a whole lot more righteous Gentile than that nothing Schindler and that most despicable Stephen SPIelberg.

Quite obviously I have “covered a lot of ground” since meeting David Ben Gurion for the first time on November 1\textsuperscript{st}, 1972, at 15, some 57 odd days following De Beers sponsored PLO terrorists beginning to brutally murder 11 defenseless Israeli athletes at the MUNich Olympics which immediately resulted in “cells” being activated around the world in full anticipation of such an easy to predict.

Bear in mind not everyone in the world back in 1948, 1956, 1967 and all the way through to today were in the slightest bit confused by the United States of America allowing the 3\textsuperscript{rd} Reich’s Southern Division to take root in my backyard of South Africa, sitting atop the worlds richest resources, the same when President Franklin D. Roosevelt met on February 14\textsuperscript{th}, 1945 with Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia, the clearest signal to those preparing to defend against the final onslaught to kill all the Jewish people in the world who hadn’t “sold out”, not to push for a Jewish Homeland.

History books are the first things written by the Pirates of the world.

Possibly before the end of the day today, I will continue from where I left off in my relatively easy to follow communiqué to Adam L. Tucker,

“How I started with De Beers, at least in recent times, when I started reading the diamond invention in late 2003, drawing connections between different events....”

http://just3ants.com/emails/debeers/default.shtml

First though I will be making my much younger and most beautiful wife who makes life worth living, breakfast in bed followed by a long hike but on a different trail than we did yesterday.

The future so obviously very bright for those so very few who haven’t allowed their formal education to interfere with their learning.

Looking forward to your prompt response.
Gary

[Word count 1976]

http://www.mltranslations.org/SouthAfrica/SApamphl.htm

From: Ben Singer [mailto:singerben1@rogers.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2008 1:13 PM
To: 'Gary S Gevisser'
Subject: RE: Israeli Military Report

Gary, we’re not hockey fans; in fact, we are of “American descent.” I’m dual and my wife, Eleanore is dual U.S./Swiss. I was a member of the sociology department at UWO and my specialty was attempting to make trouble—more difficult now that I’m not on the campus much. My research and publications have ranged from the sociology of psychiatry (early in the game), to riotology (the Detroit Race Riot of 1967), a dribble of futurism with your fellow Californian Alvin Toffler, to communications and in the last period to an exploration of the concept of standards and what I have called criterial systems. Some of the stuff can be found on the Web. Are you also an academic?

There is a group of us in London who have been meeting regularly for nearly a decade at our local Starbucks; we include the well known moderate Muslim, whose writings you will find all over the web, Salim Mansur (Political Science Department). He received, along with other well-known people who oppose Islamism, the Stephen Wise award from the L.A. based Jewish National Council (I believe); the highly controversial psychology professor, Philippe Rushton, the columnist and author Rory Leishman, Chris Essex, author of a controversial anti-Global Warming book, et al. Members of our group include an Israeli businessman who has brought into the JCC of London people such as Sir Martin Gilbert, David Frum and others. We are all conservatives and have fought for Israel, against anti-Semitism and anti-Americanism through publishing and speeches.

Thanks for the note. I hope we’ll stay in contact with each other.

-----Original Message-----
From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2008 9:55 AM
To: 'Ben Singer'
Subject: RE: Israeli Military Report

It reads as follows:

Following the Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait that will paralyze the U.S. economy.

BTW, my wife is French-Canadian which reminds me, did you see the movie Rocket about the ice hockey player Maurice Richard?

What is your specialty?

From: Ben Singer [mailto:singerben1@rogers.com]
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 12:34 PM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Israeli Military Report
Salim, I hope this article attracts as much attention as you excellent one on Freedom of Speech and Macleans. In a world of instant communication, all the mullings and musings of our politicians and pundits arrive promptly at the headquarters of the Taliban and all their ilk. The only upside is that Canada's reputation for comedy can only be enhanced by the number of times they roll on the ground laughing at the proposition that Canada should be doing "reconstruction", ie: building schools, bridges, hospitals, but never raising their weapons least our home grown pundits be distressed by such poor playground behaviour on the part of our troops. (Leaving the Taliban free to blow up the structures the next day) That reconstruction cannot take place without security first seems to have been lost on both the Liberals and the NDP. Canadians seem to have forgotten the lesson that during a war, propaganda and demoralization are as powerful tools as military weapons. We have a cadre of "Tokyo Roses" imbedded in our Government in our Press who either don't know or don't care that they are both endangering our active troops in Afghanistan and making a nonsense of the sacrifice of those who have lost their lives in this battle. Good for you Salim, for bringing this out so clearly. Let's hope that someone is listening.
Sue

----- Original Message -----
From: Salim Mansur
Politicians need to back soldiers

By SALIM MANSUR – Toronto Sun

The debate over Canada’s role in Afghanistan is the type in which democracies engage, and Canadian soldiers on a mission in harm’s way need to know they have the government, Parliament and the people of Canada behind them.

This debate, however, will be heard beyond Canada and it will indicate, despite spin doctoring, that a parliamentary majority is lacking for Ottawa to meet its obligation to the UN-mandated and NATO-led mission to support the Afghan people and the elected government in Kabul.

It will send a message that Canadians are unwilling to see their soldiers engaged in combat missions, and that among the NATO members there is insufficient commitment to sending the minimum number of troops requested for deployment alongside Canadian soldiers in the Kandahar region, where the Taliban insurgency remains robust.

And the message will be unmistakable.

It will tell the enemies of the Afghan people – Taliban insurgents and al Qaida terrorists – that while the West is not about to cut and run from fighting, it does not have the stomach to stay in the fight for the length of time needed to eliminate them.

This is what Osama bin Laden and Mullah Omar have been telling al Qaida and Taliban fighters from their hideouts in the mountainous caves of the Hindu Kush on the Afghanistan-Pakistan border.

This is also what the Afghan people fear, given their past experience of being abandoned by the West after the former Soviet Union withdrew its communist army of occupation in 1989. At stake are the hard-won gains made since 2002 by a society liberated from the cruel grips of savage fighters and foreign terrorists.

But there will be others – Iranian clerics, Hezbollah and Hamas leaders, Syrian and North Korean dictators, Chinese leaders and African tyrants who have made wastelands of their countries – hearing the message that the West, except for the United States, is reluctant militarily to secure interests beyond its immediate frontier.
The debate in Ottawa and in the European capitals is revealing about where the world’s richest democracies stand in confronting Islamists – the contemporary enemies of freedom and democracy – and those who might well be the future enemies in a century that is barely a decade old.

Canada is a member of the original G-7 and a founding member of NATO together with Britain, France, Germany and Italy.

The economy of these allies taken together exceeds $12 trillion. Their combined population is close to 300 million.

Yet the message over the Afghan mission is that these rich democracies are reluctant to send soldiers into combat against an enemy possessing neither an economy nor holding territory – an enemy that is more or less a pack of medieval-minded brigands. Also an enemy that can well be eliminated with the required resolve, as the American soldiers have succeeded in doing in Iraq.

If Canada and its NATO allies are unwilling to engage in combat missions in Afghanistan, why then should anyone have any faith that the West will defend itself in its own backyard, or intervene militarily elsewhere to prevent Rwanda-type genocide?

The Afghan mission was not designed to test the collective will of NATO countries, nor the leadership capacity of its richest members and show them wanting, yet it has come down to this unpalatable truth.